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There are some common symptoms and some very uncommon ones, but you can read those here from manufacturers
website. I am having psychotherapy which is helping with various aspects but the mood stability and swings into anxiety
persist which make life miserable and very difficult for me to maintain healthy relationships. BB code is On. I never
really had that feeling that I was really relieved from the underlying symptoms. I had a really bad episode of depression
over Christmas, was bursting into tears all the time, didn't leave the house much and didn't really speak to anyone for
weeks on end. With previous drugs where drinking was not adviced, I was always OK, hopefully these too. I'm often not
sleeping, sometimes literally staying away for 24 hours. And I'm really restless, I've moved around so much I think I'm
actually benefiting from exercise. But they do say in some people SNRI's can work very quickly. Thread Tools Show
Printable Version. The blurb that came with the packet says. Had a strange nights sleep, tossed and turned a lot. To be
honest, I get these most of the time anyway. As an alternative I was put on Effexor another SNRI but I had really awful
side effects on this, an no sex drive and other sexual dysfunction which effects men, not good for a young man at
university. So I am going to give them ago. Which is a sort of mild avoidant personality disorder, anxiety, social phobia
and depression being the side effects rather than the problem itself. By midnight I felt quite anxious, less in my thoughts
but in my body. My mind didn't switch off, when I did fall asleep I had lots of dreams, odd ones about work and things, I
found I was fairly conscious and was sort of interacting with them, which was tiring in itself.May 28, - 5 Answers Posted in: cymbalta, depression, anxiety, panic disorder, dosage - Answer: I personally did not have much luck on
Cymbalta due to Will cymbalta help with my hyperventilation from. The results of trials evaluating the use duloxetine in
the treatment of GAD are supportive on its efficacy even if further studies on long-term use are needed. Apart from
some interesting case reports, no large studies are, to date, present in literature about duloxetine and other ADs such as
panic disorder, social anxiety ?Abstract ?Introduction ?Methods ?Characteristics of duloxetine. It is understandable that
you are experiencing anxiety and panic attacks. Cymbalta is a good sturdy medicine and it works very well for many
people. It can help with depression and also has FDA approval for general anxiety disorder. Yes, people do experience
some start up side effects and there can be Cymbalta long time with new panic attacks - Cymbalta. Jun 9, - Hello I had
my first panic attack about a month ago and since then I have been having severe anxiety and panic disorder. I was given
Prozac a few months ago for post partum depression but now because of my panic attacks combined with the anxiety I
am being switched over to Cymbalta. I am a bit scared. I have read that it may not be good if you experience panic
attacks, but if your issues are pain and depression without panic, it may help. Cymbalta works differently than paxil, so
you may not experience the same issues. I think everyone is "wired" differently, so it's difficult to know what exactly it
will do without trying it. Has anyone had a good experience with cymbalta for anxiety? I'm very sensitive to SSRI so
psychiatrist thinks this is a good alternative. My panic disorder is completely debilitating. Can you help with
encouragement or experiences with this med. I think it may be the only one I haven't tried. Thanks. Back to. Oct 17, My Prozac quit working on me, and I was having major anxiety, so my psychiatrist switched me to Cymbalta about 2
1/2 weeks ago. She also said during. Apr 28, - The risk is greatest when first starting treatment or increasing the dose of
Cymbalta. Your depression may get worse before it gets better when you start taking Cymbalta. Let your doctor know if
you have: Thoughts of suicide; Symptoms of aggression; Irritability; Panic attacks; Extreme worry; Restlessness.
Cymbalta whipped my ass. Man, I had some major side effects. My boss recommended it, she said she didn't. Report
any new or worsening symptoms to your doctor, such as: mood or behavior changes, anxiety, panic attacks, trouble
sleeping, or if you feel impulsive, irritable, agitated, hostile, aggressive, restless, hyperactive (mentally or physically),
more depressed, or have thoughts about suicide or hurting yourself. Call your.
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